Garage doors
1

The highest quality slats from the
best European supplier – Hoesch.
They are equipped with a patented
mechanism protecting agaist
crushing fingers.
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An engine is equipped with an obstacle
detection option and a four-step adjustment of
the compression strength. After detecting any
obstacle for instance a car entering the garage,
the garage door will stop thereby causing no
damage.

11 At a customer’s special
request we varnish and
veneer the garage doors
to match other doors and
windows. This applies to
smooth panels only.
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Two durable tracks made
of 1,5 mm thick steel.

8

Extremely silent operation that is guaranteed by
the high quality silent rubber rollers.

12 Hinges with the upgraded
durability.

3

A Somfy motor enables
its comfortable use. As
the only manufacturer
we provide two remote
controls enclosed in
all standard versions.
Additionally, they can
be upgraded to motors
with a geolocation
door opening option.
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13 Structure stability as well as
precise and easy installation
is possible due to a rear beam
that we offer in our standard
versions as one of few
manufacturers.

Simplified installation
– fewer parts and
preassembled elements.
One person is enough
to install a garage door.

The philosophy of
two spanners – there
are only two spanners
needed to install the
whole garage door
(10 and 13).

A possibility to incorporate glass
panels and any Inox design at a
customer’s special request.

14 Durability of our springs
go up to 25 000 cycles
that ensures a garage door
longevity of 10 years.

9

A user’s safety is upgraded by
the so-called spring-in-spring
mechanism that we applied.

10 Garage doors in the standard versions
are available in three colours: white,
anthracite and silver. You may also choose
between smooth and milled panels.

To customers that value inexpensive solutions we recommend Infinity
Comfort garage doors. What is the difference? Garage doors in a Comfort
version do not include a rear beam that makes installation easier and
thermal seals, which is replaced with sealing brushes. Infinity Comfort
garage doors are only available in versions with torsion springs and this
aspect is the only difference between the garage doors.

15 In our offer you will find two
solutions with torsion or
tension springs.

16 Tightness of a garage door is guaranteed by
thermal seals in frontal beams as well as a
bottom seal with three support points.

Your garage
doors within

7 days

